The cellular transducer in damage-stimulated bone remodelling: a theoretical investigation using fracture mechanics.
This paper reports on some theoretical work which used fracture mechanics concepts to draw conclusions about the nature of the so-called 'cellular transducer': the means by which bone cells detect the presence of damage and thus initiate remodelling and adaptation activities. Using analytical and numerical methods, we estimated the strains and displacements around cracks of the typical size, shape and orientation that normally occur in compact bone. We predicted that it is not possible for osteocytes or their processes to be fractured as a result of direct tensile strains, because the strains generated are much less than the expected failure strains of cellular material. We proposed a new failure mechanism by which osteocyte processes spanning the crack are cut by shearing motions between the crack faces. We predicted that failures of this type can occur. Failures begin to occur if crack lengths become greater than normal (100 microm), so this could act as a signal to initiate repair processes for individual cracks. Very large numbers of cell processes (greater than 1000) will fail if the crack length and/or applied stress reach dangerous levels (300 microm and 60 Mpa, respectively) at which point bone deposition may be required to prevent stress fractures. Similar results also occurred if we proposed a different mechanism of damage detection, involving cells' ability to detect the high levels of strain that occur near crack tips. This work, though based on theoretical mechanics considerations, suggests some biological experiments which might confirm our findings.